
 
Appreciation for Desire’ Our Hero 

 
 (The original article appeared in a Hungarian Journal on Alternative Dentistry in 

1997.) By Nagy Rosa  
On a gray early winter’s day in Ohio USA, a drama of a struggle for life unfolded in 1969. In 

Mill Creek Park in Youngstown Ohio there is Lake Glacier. A beautiful spot in all seasons, 

but on this day the lake was starting to develop its’ white icy cover for the winter. The ice 

was thin this day and a group of dogs were playing on the ice. The largest dog was a young 

strong Great Dane. His weight was too much for the thin ice to support. The Dane had fallen 

through the ice and was struggling in the icy cold water. A crowd of people was building on 

the shore to watch the struggle for life. No one in the crowd dared to step out on the ice for 

the Dane was 200 meters from shore and the ice could not support anyone attempting to 

get close. Anxiety built in the observers as they watched the young dog struggle to survive. 

Strength drained from the dog as the cold water sapped the Danes’ life energy. Fear, 

hesitation, and sadness filled the minds of the people on the shore.  

Then a car door opened next to the lake and down the hill ran a young man. Fully clothed 

he ran out on to the ice and raced towards the dog. The ice groaned and cracked. Getting to 

within 25 yards of the Dane the ice gave way totally and the young man dropped into the 

icy water. The crowd gasped as he disappeared under the water. Silence seemed to last for 

hours, but a cheer went up as the man surfaced next to the dog.  

Using his weight, arms, and willpower the young man struggled to break the ice and carve a 

path to the safety of the shore. But the cold water started to sap his strength as well, when 

miraculously the Dane sensing the taste of life regained strength and started to support the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9A6qOsSBjEU


young man. Frozen watching this drama of life unfold the people watched as together the 

dog and his savior fought through the ice and water till the man could stand.  

Then pushing the dog to safety, the man struggled for a few more yards till he too could be 

free of the icy water. The crowd cheered as the Dane shook of the water. The people rushed 

to the dog and petted him. The dog then ran off to the north while the young man got into 

his car and drove off to the south. The crowd’s attention was focused on the dog as they 

both left. No one in the crowd knew the young man’s name.  

In 1970 three men on their way to the moon had difficulty. The two separate navigation 

systems had to be altered to do functions that they were not designed for. Someone had to 

have the vision and skills to calculate the mathematics for the navigation system. Most said 

it was impossible. One man said nothing is impossible. This man successfully 

reprogrammed the gyros. The three men landed safely.  

 

In 1976 in America a law was passed that required all things used in health care to be 

registered with the FDA. All items in use before 1976 were grand fathered in as registered. 

Acupuncture needles were purposely left off of this list. The small medical minds of the 

modern medical community could not understand acupuncture and thus they illegally 

rejected them as medical instruments. The way was clear to confront this injustice, but 

everyone knew that the FDA would attack anyone who stood against them. No one had ever 

registered an alternative medical device for electro acupuncture. Most said it was 

impossible. In 1989 one man was able to register such a device for medical use. The device 

was then registered in Hungary and Europe when others said it was impossible.     One man 

saw the illegality of their action and took a case against the FDA. The FDA was infuriated 

and a FDA agent promised to find something to attack this man. This led to an indictment 

and an arrest. This was the only way to stop the registration of the acupuncture needles. In 

Federal court in Denver in 1996 judge Match remarked that there appeared to be 

something wrong with the charges. As he reviewed the case He remarked that there 

appears to be no crime. The FDA dropped their case. One week later the acupuncture 

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Desire' Apollo and UFO , things are about to come public.pdf


needles were accepted as real medical devices. The truth had triumphed over oppression 

because of one man.  

 

In 1994 there was a need for an affordable computerized bioresonance device. A device 

that would operate at millisecond speeds, be autofocusing, have real homeopathics in it, 

have extensive data processing skills, and be easy to buy and use. There was one big 

problem no one would program the computer at moderate expense. No one had the 

computer skills, a medical background, skills in quantum theory, fractal dynamics, 

subspace theory, an electrical engineering background and the determinism to complete 

the project. One man had most of these skills but was not a competent programmer. They 

said it was impossible to learn programming and program such a device in a short time. 

Professional estimates were that 5 programmer would need 2 years to complete such a 

project. This one man learned programming in one month and one year later the first real 

energetic medicine program was done, registered and for medical use all over the world.  

Under communism homeopathy was illegal. With the demise of the communist regime each 

new country developed new laws for alternative medicine. Hungary said that no medical 

art was legal unless it was taught in some medical college. Many homeopaths tried to get 

their classes accepted by the medical establishment. All were rejected as being not medical 

in presentation. Most said it was impossible. But one man said nothing is impossible. Some 

things are hard to do. In 1995 the postgraduate medical college approved one man to teach 

a course in homeopathy. Now homeopathy is legal in Hungary, thanks to the efforts of one 

man. 
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Hungary%20Gets%20Homeopathy%20because%20of%20Profess

or%20Desire.pdf  

They said that only Hollywood could make successful and entertaining movies. They said it 

was impossible to make a major motion picture to show the mind control of the ultra-rich. 

They said that it was impossible to expose the story of the greed and criminal action about 

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Hungary%20Gets%20Homeopathy%20because%20of%20Professor%20Desire.pdf
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Hungary%20Gets%20Homeopathy%20because%20of%20Professor%20Desire.pdf
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Acupuncture needles become medical equipment because of Desire'(1).pdf
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Acupuncture needles become medical equipment because of Desire'(1).pdf


the drug companies. They said that powers would stop such a story from being told. One 

man said “it’s time for a change, it’s time for someone to make a stand.” 

In 1996 there was an evil pedophile gang operating in Romania. They tied our hero to a 

table and tried to kill him. He confronted his own true nature tied to that table and facing 

death. Born both male and female it was the feminine persona that said I want to live and 

escaped naked into the cold Transylvanian night. The evil child snatching gang was broken 

and Desire’ was born. The incredible courage it takes to be true to one’s self and resist 

social conformity is an act of tremendous bravery. With valor and daring our hero, Desire’, 

chases the pedophile gang out of Dubai. And even now Desire’ fights to save children and 

the world everywhere. 
http://medicalexposedownloads.com/PDF/The%20Greatest%20Sin%20and%20the%20movies%20about%20the%2

0Ultra-Rich%20Pedophile%20gang%20and%20Marc%20Dutroux.pdf 

So here is the story of a man who left America to find freedom who is no longer a man. All 

of these stories are of one man/woman. A person with over 2000 homeopathic registered 

in America, a US patent in homeopathy, three Irish patents, licensed to diagnose, treat 

patients and practice medicine, and a man who has lectured all over the world on 

alternative medicine. Few have done more for natural medicine, than this man. And now it 

is time to thank our friend William Nelson/ Desire’ Dubounet for the energy, work and 

resolve. When you raise your children and you want to tell them that one person can make 

a difference, tell them about Desire’. Desire’ has shown the world that one person can 

change the world. 

 

http://medicalexposedownloads.com/PDF/The%20Greatest%20Sin%20and%20the%20movies%20about%20the%20Ultra-Rich%20Pedophile%20gang%20and%20Marc%20Dutroux.pdf
http://medicalexposedownloads.com/PDF/The%20Greatest%20Sin%20and%20the%20movies%20about%20the%20Ultra-Rich%20Pedophile%20gang%20and%20Marc%20Dutroux.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gQ767ldaraY
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